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Foreword

Gerald Bast
Rector of the University of Applied Arts Vienna
Artistic creation and intellectual critique
are motors of social development
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Artistic creation and intellectual critique
are motors of social development
One of the greatest achievements of our enlightened society
is that artistic creation and intellectual critique are seen
as opportunities for knowledge gain and course correction,
and thus as motors of social development. A society that
defines itself in this way places great importance on providing
a framework for artistic creation and reflecting on the
“results” thereof. In today’s complex society, it is more than
ever the task of educational institutions, and especially art
universities, to emphasise relationships and engender synergies between artistic disciplines, theory and practice, concepts
and artistic technique, artistic production and presentation.
These institutions must scout the trail toward an innovation
society. Such a society needs people who are trained to think
in terms of transformations, people with the knowledge and
the will to shape the future.
In the exhibition “Fragile Hands” at the University of
Applied Arts Vienna, and in this accompanying publication,
the 27 participating artists from 8 different countries thematise
political and social transformations in our society before the
backdrop of global capitalism in the guise of democracy.
Artists must do more than react to social change: they must
actively engage in making it happen!
Gerald Bast
Rector of the University of Applied Arts Vienna
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Essay

Fragile Hands (after Chris Marker)
A curatorial essay on Stated Subjectivities
Shaheen Merali
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Fragile Hands (after Chris Marker)
A curatorial essay on Stated Subjectivities
Shaheen Merali
“Just as none of us is outside or beyond geography, none of
us is completely free from the struggle over geography. That
struggle is complex and interesting because it is not only
about soldiers and cannons but also about ideas, about forms,
about images and imaginings.” 1
Edward W. Said

Introduction
Stated Subjectivities
At the 2014 Berlin Film Festival it was announced that British
director, Ken Loach, was to be given its highest award for
his lifetime achievement in engaging a world-wide audience
with social realism. Berlinale director, Dieter Kosslick,
stated on the festival’s website that he admires Loach for his
“profound interest in people and their individual fates,
as well as his critical commitment to society.”2 This achievement was not recognised by certain organisations in Berlin
and the director was deemed unworthy of the award:

1
1 Said, E.W., Culture and Imperialism,
Knopf, New York, 1993, p.7

2
By JTA | Feb. 13, 2014 | 7:02 PM
http://www.haaretz.com/culture/
arts-leisure/1.574042.
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“Ken Loach uses his prominence to call for a cultural boycott
of Israel, singling out the only democracy in the Middle East
where there is complete freedom of expression. It is a disgrace
that a prominent German film festival panders to a film producer who has distinguished himself through bigotry and the
denial of the right to existence of Israel,” Deidre Berger, head
of the Berlin office of the American Jewish Committees, said.
”It is not possible to judge his work on the basis of art alone,
as he himself judges the work of others solely on the basis
of nationality.”3
This situation exemplifies the sense of polemic positions paralysed by these shadowy times within which many key
decisions about the current state of culture are often made.
One needs to ask where does one’s allegiance fall or flounder
or even flourish? The sense of self or of place, in an increasingly interconnected world, built with spurious alliances, brings
about a greater understanding as well as creating a dangerous
polarisation of positions. Unhealed and blemished, such an
imbalance affects the fundaments of tolerance or judgment
of the greater artistic community. Since the wars in the second
half of the twentieth century, great strides have often
been made over broken bridges, much of that which has been
gained from these times, including restitution measures, remains as unhealed wounds. Distant history fuels the present.
The abject silence and doubts of lacerated traditions are the
hiatus on which post-war modernity is assembled.

When within these fault- lines of difference a voice of dissent
rises, as in the time of the awarding of the honour for a
distinct vision by a film director such as Ken Loach, the honour
is unfortunately measured not only for the power of artistic
vision but also defined and delineated by the awardees’ position to other discourses. The particularity of Loach’s case is
his support for the disenfranchised people of Palestine, thus
trespassing into the guarded domain of a proactive, pro-Israel
cultural lobby. Such geopolitical entanglements finely reflect
the dichotomy of interests that have gravely affected the value
and often the valuation of the arts. Numerous other cases litter
the global field, including the now infamous Salman Rushdie
fatwa by the Ayatollah Khomeini and the recent deterioration
on many fronts in Russia with the imprisonment of the former
members of the punk band, the Pussy Riot. Often here, the
artist is thwarted by the state or the individual thinker is driven
into submission or exile.
This sense of partisan values could be the bi-culturalisation, effecting as well as accentuating the current refocusing
of the artist’s role. One finds, in a globalised realm, an artworld
that seems to be figuring out its current place in an expanded
space that accommodates subjectivity and belonging. The artists’ engagement with great intercultural shifts and geopolitical
mis/management is highlighted in works that both challenge
the difficulties, if not impossibilities, that stalk the dark edges
of actualising globalisation. Here new stories are to be told and
old stories to be told afresh. Many partners, in the service
of a greater good, have emerged, forming from the hidden
subjectivities of a beleaguered past and whirling in a “strange
moment of transition.”4

3

4

Ibid.
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Jerry Saltz, Facebook status, 16/02/2014.
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The emerging Global art and the market
One has to ask of this moment of transition, where is its traction?
Such a transit, viewed from the aspect of the artworld, is often
regarded as a systemic failure. Key decision-makers, who no
longer have historical links nor common platforms, nevertheless perform in the formation of culture and have prevaricated on traditional values and places of power. This situation
has destabilised the centre as, increasingly, the artworld
resituates it self within innovative platforms and hubs.
These inexperienced art sites are often built from regional or technical confluences rather than cultural movements
that have come to influence a great number of artists, collectors, critics, publishers and historians as well as providing
fertile economic grounds for galleries. From these different
territories and different histories have emerged local ecologies
and, inoften, ones which are graduating outside of discourses
that question the future role of the arts, the position of the
artist and the place of aesthetic value.
My bifocal argument for the place of the global arts
is that it has provided an actual impetus for an increasingly
decentralised artworld, with continents starting to realise their
own centres and intercontinental drifts between emerging
markets; unfortunately this artworld is still gambling as fortunes
fluctuate in the various recessions of the global economic
forums. Some things never change, even though the seating
arrangements and the guest list may differ.
The case of the British director mentioned above, Ken
Loach, who supports the cultural boycott of one of the two
territories in a long drawn out battle over land and resources
in the Middle East, provides another great example of old
issues in new territories. This sectarian divide forms part
18

of the debate as to how our sense of contemporary judgment
remains stressed. So much within is teeming with doubt.
In conceiving the space of emancipatory aesthetics or politics in
one’s personal expression, we are inevitably embroiled
in an entrenched struggle outside our creativity.
The key to comprehending this transnational opus
is to promote the necessity for cultural reassessment or
an overhaul of a system that, in this moment, does not provide
for the considerable complexity within which we function.
This present building up and staging of Global Art helps
to foreground our inherited realities from a former West but
we really do need to further expose the role of art as
a continuing part of an ideological apparatus. In opening
a space for interpretation provoked by the political, cultural
and economic heterogeneous structures, art can evolve to
be part of a vented space for social consciousness rather
than a privilege within closed societies.
We live in times when we have a growing audience for
the arts. This, in itself, is a complex result, which includes the
fact that art has become a useful tool for visualising society,
research and experiments. Art’s greater use of signifiers with
embedded complex roots is now making much more accessible that we can locate a seriousness creeping into the public
space, sometimes in public conversations and more than often
in popular culture.
The value and emphasis placed on images as the
key to lives and lifestyle in the short passage of this millennium’s progress has had global reach. Images aspire,
and succeed, to become ideas and part of the thinking, presenting experiments from the traditional to the postmodern
and now the global, often the result of viral online campaigns.
Images like strong emotions circulate like days that follow
19

nights, from countries to continents within hours or days.
These, along with other contributing factors make the global
arts a specific, if not separated, mode of thinking from
the hermetical rules that had previously confined the fine arts
from the multitude, including the multi-cultural.
The present and growing experience of the practice
of art as a measure of a grander human experience is
both exciting as well as problematic in its exegesis. As yet,
its focus is not sufficiently rooted in its relationship between
this expansion of choice within all cultures. Many (in certain
parts of the world outside of the western centre) are working
with its emergent potential, to develop art as a tool with aesthetic values, beauty and philosophical reach. A post paradigmatic, shared language, part of a provision to be effective
from within and without, even if, in this moment, where and how
art has reached is unrecognisable from before, it flourishes in
its contemporaneity. It is increasingly studied and evaluated,
constantly meandering, merging, formulating on many fronts.
Its innovation and passages have influenced the importance
placed in its possibility to be both rhizomatic and fashioning.
Even here, we arrive full of questions. “How do we think
the impossible at a time when what is “possible” is roughly
delimited by the following: the self-perpetuating hegemony
of global capitalism, the growing allure of the extreme right,
the increasing trivialization of democratic politics, alarming
economic disparity, and the notable apathy, even among
the Left, about our conceptual dependence on stagnant
liberal values?”5

From centuries of private isolation to the critical place that
contemporary art has carved into the cultural realm with
its current political confidence, art is sustaining many certainties. The most important in this connected world, is that we
are not alone coming in from this crisis of faith in the central
west. Certainty, after all is considered an emotion not a fact,
but the history of the under-representation of women, people
of colour, the colonialised, sexual diversity and the dis(abled)
has proven otherwise.
This trajectory of global arts is a cultural struggle for
democratisation of the imagination and creativity, reshaping
the politics of everyday life around the world. Global art can
be seen as a movement to dislodge the profound disorientation
and invisibility that allowed both prejudice and limitations
to stand in favour of a western universality. In democratising
the cultural arena we are allowing the transforming subjectivity
and the will to express a continuity in this new millennium.
It has been claimed that the ‘millennials’6 are the forbearers of an emerging persona. If this is true then, within this
acceleration and with a fuller understanding of this generation,
their personal and collective idea of the world might prove
to be a valuable way to acknowledge the potential shifts in
culture and the arts. What has been said about the ‘millennials’
is “Over the next decade, the Millennial Generation will entirely
recast the image of youth from downbeat and alienated to
upbeat and engaged --with potentially seismic consequences”7
-- a generation marked by global shifts and behavioural patterns.

5
Chatterjee, R., “Alain Badiou in Southern
California: A Politics of the Impossible” via
http://lareviewofbooks.org/essay/alain-badiousouthern-california-politics-impossible

6
A person reaching young adulthood
around the year 2000.
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7
Howe, N., and Strauss, W., Millennials
rising: The next great Generation, Vintage
Books, New York/Toronto, 2000.
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What is known of the ‘millennials’ are the mixed research
conclusions of their sexual behaviour which has been quantified as pornography friendly, overwhelmingly supporting
same sex relationships and marriage and a belief in love within
polyamorous circumstances. A number of these sexually
adventurous departures from the previous generation have
been facilitated by online conveniences. In this era, where
borders are based on modified truths, much remains suspended, flexible and permeable. Some behaviour in these
present times might be viewed as corrective and paradoxically
promiscuous. The ‘millennial’ list of sexual behaviour, like so
much in this time, reflects global cultures in transit, caught by
a redemptive past as it flies to reformulating freedom. In closely
examining this list, one has to acknowledge here too that the
recent formation is a definite re-assessment of values and belief. These generational traits have been adopted and placed
as pertinent to the democratisation of life and growth, promoted as global campaigns, which have employed strategic images as the key messenger for their existential humanist agency.
The visual experience of the world is no longer
confined to the notion of sharing but has become part of
a toolkit used to advocate as well as represent the potential
from ‘revolutionising’ virtues to the further exploration in
ever expanding corporate ventures. Furthering changing circumstances that have been part of how we visualised the
world include the way we assess epidemics, climate change
and terrorism, all becoming vastly experiential through the
use of technology. For the ‘millennials’, technology is their lived
reality, smartphones, digitalised visuals, online felicitations
and facilities, all deploying cloud computing. A transition in
human values communicated, enabled and influenced
transforming subjectivity, a subjective whose interconnectivity is
22

global; a world grossly effected by shared origins in virtual
anarchism, feminism, colonialism, environmentalism, and
anti-capitalism within the paradoxical rise of the market, a market driven by events, sales and the confluence of the client
and the rise in capital.
The artworld has greatly achieved provenance through
the development of a dependence on greater sponsorship,
mega events, the perennial biennales and the baffling artfairs.
The markets’ provenance has been driven by the power yielded
in its commercial gallery sector as it speculates its proximity
to history and the museum, whilst improvising the whole as
the collectors’ playground.
To belong is, in many ways, to be connected to events
and actions, a flaky history is better than none. This age of
technology begs a question; do we need to begin to expand
our dictionary as, even in the field of fine art, what is shown,
produced and deduced is arguably not the same art as the art
that one finds in the archives, the museum or the curriculum?
If it has changed, as have many other aspects of present lives
and philosophy, then art as a recognisable homogenising term
perhaps fits into systems of thinking, making and seeing which
maybe ends with the Moderns. In its ontological state, art
of the present finds itself more easily balanced between two
eons or two technologies, hyphenated like identities construed
between two distinct parents. In fathoming new routes from
different perspectives, it might be necessary to think again
about this term, art, in the same way as we have taken to task
so much else in an age devoted to mobilising information.
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“The word ghetto originally meant foundry. Until the Jews
of Venice were forced to live on an island that had previously
been the site of one.”8 So are we now living on an island
called art? Or can this notion of a de-territorialised space for
culture be viewed or framed somehow, taking on board
the great expansion it has explored in the present times of
globalisation or imagined globalisation. It has been argued
that the current practice of making art is a greater departure
than ever before with a greater amount of people from a
greater diversity whose ideas and ways of thinking are present
in the evaluation of the contemporary. Surely, such a situation needs a secure managing of knowledge that no longer
becomes a burden carrying the past nor remaining a mere
idea. In relation to securing such a need, the slow but
gradual processing of the recent in relation to the past,
has assisted in making comprehensive the history of the self
and the other, all the while emancipating certain perspectives
of alterities9 and realities. One begins to realise that, in art
as in much else that guides political and economic histories,
our relationships are changing and ones that no longer
serve us are at least being challenged towards creating
a deeper understanding of a connected notion of the world.
Although we all agree that the idea of the new is overstated and suggests generational shifts, it might be to our
advantage to recalibrate by taking stock of the asymmetry that
still remains the central agency for the emergence of Global
Arts. In cultivating advantage for a greater equanimity be-

8
Markson, D., This is not a novel, CB
Editions, London, 2010, p. 72.

9
Since 1642, a term used in the
philosophical context for the quality or state
of being radically alien to the conscious self
or a particular cultural orientation.
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tween gender, sexualities, race and (dis)abilities, the impact,
and it is a great one, of technology and technical invention
continues to affect our visual adaptions to new subjectivities.10
A new set of alliances have risen in an instinctual solidarity
from dreams yet to be realised.

Fragile Hands, a curatorial Essay
The work of the essay filmmaker, Chris Marker, from whom
the title Fragile Hands is taken, remains a seminal figure
for many artists, filmmakers and curators. Marker was undoubtedly one of the great innovators of the film genre,
an intellectual whose expression embodied a disruptive
intertextuality.11 His essay films brandish the wounds from
the streets through which he explores time as historical fragments, poetically composed from sounds and images for
generations of audiences to appreciate in its alchemy.
Marker released “Scenes from the Third World War
(1967-1977)” a four-hour treatise on spirited revolutions
and desperate social movements on November 23 1977.
In 1993 to critical acclaim he re-edited the film into two parts
of one hour and a half each; the first entitled Fragile Hands
and the second entitled Severed Hands.12 His revolutionary
and pioneering method, composed of found and assembled

10 Subjectivity is defined as the condition
of being a subject based on judgment of an
individual’s personal impressions and feelings
and opinions rather than external facts.
11
The shaping of a text’s meaning by
another text especially literary ones.

12
“Marker begins by evoking Battleship
Potemkin, and although hardly agitprop, A Grin
without a Cat is in that tradition—a montage
film with a mass hero. Unlike Eisenstein,
however, Marker isn’t out to invent historical
truth so much as to look for it.” Hoberman, J.,
“Almost Heroes” in: The Village Voice, 30-042002. Retrieved 31-07-2011.
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footage, weaves commentary into a meandering tapestry,
occasionally imbued with his beloved pet cat, and providing
an anchor for the domestic musing of a confined editor.
Marker’s participatory actions resulted in recording protest
marches, political speeches and workers’ action, which he
caustically applied to pepper his filmic essays with the
final zeal- the desire to challenge the re-approachement
crisis of an ever- encroaching capitalism.
For many, his seminal works often provided the
visual archive wherein to establish new perceptual realities
for a tightly-governed and corporate future, in a world still
writhing with the fears of a painful twentieth century, marred
by two world wars. Marker remained, until his recent death
on 30 July 2012, a tireless contender for freedom within philosophical reason.
A second inspiration for this exhibition is that of staged
performative acts, which allow complex moral choices in lived
experiences to be publicly disseminated. The early use of
movement therapy in the Waldorf schools, for example, was
designed to allow a sense of liberation; a condition that its
founder, Rudolf Steiner, believed could no longer be postponed
and from which, he believed, you would have nothing to lose
but your fear, and everything to gain. Steiner, in conjunction
with Marie von Sivers, coined his science of “expressive movement art” as eurhythmy. The word eurythmy stems from Greek
roots, meaning beautiful or harmonious rhythm. The term eurythmy, was also used by Greek and Roman architects to refer
to the harmonious proportions of a design or building.
In expressing oneself through eurythmy, the creators
believed this would provide a voice from the body in a mannered and/or structured form, one which would deliver a successful artistic notation, similar to Marker’s pleas to understand
26

the condition in constant flux. As the Russian proverb suggests,
it is “Better to be slapped with the truth than kissed with a lie.”
The exhibition, Fragile Hands, attempts to demonstrate
contemporary models of artistic notations and pronounced
subjectivities. These state ideas and employ strategic formats
to focus the mundane audience’s understanding of constituted text, using the performative and the possibility of a constructed argument within the essay genre. In bringing together
works from different parts of the world, the exhibition allows
conversations between ideas, a compelling illusion of notions
of contesting identities, freedom and personal truth.
The exhibition as an essay provides a serendipitous
space in Vienna for the discussion of growth as well as loss of
meaning in the symbolic and political power within the
cultural realm. Retrieving speculative statements from the
visible places of a Global Art history and reasserting its standing within a curated space, it provides a dense field of study,
reflection and reference.
The careful balance between telling stories and image
in the exhibition will be an important way to facilitate what
Marker has said “Rarely has reality needed so much to be
imagined” furthering Steiner’s idea that “The time has come
to realise that supersensible knowledge has now to arise
from the materialistic grave.”
The curatorial essay and exhibition, Fragile Hands
(after Chris Marker) is developed from the shifting perspectives
of geopolitical narration which is evident in the artists’ work.
Research that represents six countries of origin, as well as
numerous place of migration, traversing borders and boundaries of context, provides a keen commentary on the contemporary global for a growing audience who often remain
distant witnesses to a spiraling state or condition of worldwide
27

relevance or impact, a totality that is being recognised as the
maturation of globalisation, a globality.13
In curating Fragile Hands, the larger context for
contesting the effects on reality which have remained globally
marked, became a task initiated earlier by the curator,
presenting singular geographical or regional-political positions
over the previous seven years.
Focusing on exhibitions of the work by artists from
the selected countries and territories of Iran, India and Palestine had resulted in large group exhibitions from India at
the Freies Museum, Berlin, ACC Galerie Weimar and Sala Alcala
31, Madrid; artists from Palestine at P21 Gallery, London
and Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin; and finally artists from
Iran at the Guild Gallery, Mumbai, Freies Museum, Berlin,
Tokyo Gallery, Tokyo, Kunsthalle Brot, Vienna and Castrum
Peregrini, Amsterdam.
Fragile Hands presents a partial summation of this
research into stated subjectivities and further foregrounds
a sensitivity to urgent issues experienced by artists, allowing
a greater understanding of these interesting times and
obstacles that are shaping the wider world as it moves from
pre-millennial exuberance to a post global reconfiguration.
This is the first step in a series of projects to be realised
in the forthcoming years as exhibitions, publication and
catalogues about the artist as a historical witness. As artists commune within the wider forums, they challenge a world
through addressing the fiction of democracy and often the
pervasive democratic values that contradict our expectations.

The final part of the essay will map out the three
territories where three distinct regional curating contexts
have progressively assisted in shaping the research;
Palestine, India and Iran.

13 A hypothetical state in which the process
of globalisation is perceived as complete or
nearly so.

14
A term coined by philosophers Deleuze
and Guatarri about the variance in meaning,
of fluctuant identity, where meanings and
operations flow freely between stated things,
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On Palestine:
Velocity forms an integral part of the character of Palestine,
a velocity that can be measured as an account of its
composite history, traditions and a continuing, problematic
contemporaneity. Velocity, the pace of change or lack
of change is a measure that further informs an important aspect for its artists and for those artists dealing with its
history, a history of an existence which has been ignored.
A culture of trauma which is carried through the process of being remembered as a recognisable entity, is deconstructed in
the artists’ work, remaining uncomposed and unresolved
like the shifting boundaries of their land, yet still performing
an important part in making Palestine a partially visible reality.
The notion of velocity retains this visibility, allowing this
flux, Palestine, as a subject with an adverse subjectivity that
cannot be subsumed under the aegis of its de-territoralisation14.
Palestine remains one of the last countries to exist with a vestige
of colonial control, a pre-mediated domain with covert-media
coverage; the two conditions which maintain it in a cultural bias,
guarded by a political vacuum. Only in acute times of emergency do we receive a more or less second by second account
of invasive frenzy, of destruction and death, all ambidextrously
un-reflected or over-identified in its immediacy.

resulting in a constantly changing set of interconnected entities which lack firm individual
boundaries.
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This secession neither helps us analyse this intensity nor
move on or move further away from this enmity.
These two constructs of the un-reflected or over-identified have framed so much of the individual discourses,
(an over-identification) with its political repression and (the
un-reflected) colonial character that deflects its persistent
struggle for independence. Intuitively, we all know that
somewhere within it all still rests the truth that moves its
poetics, filmic and artistic notations; yet we suffer from the
failure of its discussions to reach its goals. Maybe it is the
failure of the left in these measured times.
The artists from Palestine often examine issues
of balance, fairness, proportionality, perspectives, and the use
of power to find forms of caring, nurturing, and protecting
what we need and feel to enable us to move through the
complexities of a life once lived but now forcefully abandoned.
Never mistaking a wish for a certainty, the artists
and the artworks speak of histories that go beyond the habitats
and agonies of battlefields and battle grounds, to speak
of human folly in small and individual acts of catastrophic
instincts. Here, works have the power to shock, surprise,
silence and outrage with high-tension energies, which form,
from these difficult histories, a series of proportionate inner
values that the world will recognise as life beyond excuses
for inaction. These energies help us rise to sustain somesense of urgency as to what we care about, and bring forth our
unique abilities wherever opposition falls within our daily goals.

The French-Swiss artist, Jean Tinguely (1924-1991),
once stated: “Art is the distortion of an unendurable reality...
Art is correction, modification of a situation; art is communication, connection…
... Art is social, self-sufficient and total.” 15
It is these unendurable circumstances, the explicit conditions
of the morbid partition of rights that have been buried
under the covert actions of a State mechanism, which have
allowed the artists from Palestine and those artists
making work about Palestine, to become leading lights for
possibilities beyond the physical, the spiritual and the mental
‘total’ impossibility. These conditions, exerted on a daily basis
on Palestinians, resulted in a shared experience within an
interconnected and rhizomic global sphere, which we have
come to call Global Palestine.
The prolonged experience of the inadequate respect
for human rights in Palestine, as was the case in South Africa
under the Apartheid regime, has partially shaped the new
culture of a politicised Global Contemporary which, more
recently, has speculated on the determined exegesis of ‘terror’
within which the Palestinian relationship to the real and
formalised behaviour at ‘check-points’ provides the global
‘surveyed’ with a symbol for its neo-colonial bastion.
In many ways, both notions, Palestine as a struggle and
the check-point as an apparatus, have in themselves become
key counterpoints for artistic examination in the depiction
of the new that informs the perspective of Global Arts or arts
about the Globalised World, particularly from this region.

15 http://quote.robertgenn.com/auth_
search.php?authid=779.
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The range of emotional and mental compositions within the
contemporary arts is partly construed from its relationship
to the narratives of torment, of citizens in flight, as so much
of what we absorb as the contemporary condition is based
on arduous scenes of brutality, resulting from the machinations
of nation states and corporations. Their performance with
laconic cruelty has resulted in a grossly imbalanced waste
of key resources in our austere times.
And now, even more than during WW2, the contemporary artist consistently points his/her moral index finger
directly and constantly, with assured criticism, at circumstances
recorded by lens-based technology of the clandestine inhuman
acts of atrocity committed within the absence of morality.
It is these recordings by these cameras that have started to
provide the fertile ‘grand narrative’ of the twenty-first century.
“The Western memory museum is now mostly a visual
one. Photographs have an insuperable power to determine
what we recall of events, and it now seems probable that the
defining association of people everywhere with the war that
the United States launched pre-emptively in Iraq last year will be
photographs of the torture of Iraqi prisoners by Americans
in the most infamous of Saddam Hussein’s prisons, Abu Ghraib.
The Bush administration and its defenders have chiefly
sought to limit a public-relations disaster -- the dissemination
of the photographs -- rather than deal with the complex crimes
of leadership and of policy revealed by the pictures. There
was, first of all, the displacement of the reality onto the photographs themselves.”16

16 Sontag, S., “Regarding the torture of others” in: New York Times, May 2004
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via http://www.nytimes.com/2004/05/23/
magazine/regarding-the-torture-of- others.
html?pagewanted=all&src=pm.

In defining this conflict, this human stain, the visual impetus
has to be defined by associations and defended by those
who are determined that we remain with the events, recall
its details and examine the address. It is with this mission
that the work by the three artists from Palestine in Fragile
Hands exhibition was curated in a manner that allows
the aspects to be signifiers.17
On India:
In researching and analysing, often from the evidence that
one locates from the subjectivities highlighted within the
evolving discourse and sometimes from artistic notations
of India’s turbulent history, one gets easily entrenched in
what can only be described as a nation of great ambition
and much aggression. How are we to come to terms with
millions starving whilst millions are created as a new middleclass amongst a million such travesties and iniquities that
make the ‘world’s largest democracy’.
The selection of works in Fragile Hands reflects some
of my concerns of recent years, as a curator who has been
substantially involved with artists from a global domain, whilst
having, more recently, concentrated on understanding the
condition and phenomenon of the creative surge of artists
from India (as well as Iran and Palestine). My interest lies in
contemplating the wider problems of ‘minority’ representation
in exhibitions, suggesting ways that curation can become
a cohesive, transparent form of research.

17 According to the philosopher Ferdinand
de Saussure a signifier is the form which
he sign takes; and the signified is the concept
it represents.
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We are in need of some answers, even formulae, that can
help distribute the results, a dissemination beyond the
proverbial essay, if exhibition making is to be considered
as truly experimental. If, as so much is claimed, that curatorial
strategies are real alternatives and provide real, challenging
developments within an insatiable market/space, then
the formations informed by these strategies need to be available as a set of results for us to confidently pursue the future.
It is in assembling the works one starts to realise
the frame, the framing and the framework of both decadence
and violence in the context of India. This vast, seething
historical space, now marked by a turbulent history is a nationstate. In turning to Rabindranath Tagore18, one finds one of
the relevant figureheads whose art activities included
writing (poetry, plays and narrative texts), directing and painting. Amongst his activist attributes he included an education system based on rural principles. Acting on his humanist,
universalist and internationalist principles, he denounced
both imperialist strictures and spurned rigid classical forms
by resisting linguistic strictures. He was able to create by being a strident anti-nationalist within which magical moments
of clear thinking and articulating led to a better political understanding and potential in his ethical formulations (and failures).
18 Rabindranath Tagore (1861-1941) was
interested in social reforms. He also started
an experimental school at Shantiniketan
where he tried his Upanishadic ideals of education. From time to time he participated in
the Indian nationalist movement, though
in his own non-sentimental and visionary way.
Tagore had early success as a writer in his
native Bengal. With his translations of some
of his poems he became rapidly known in
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the West. In fact his fame attained a luminous height, taking him across continents
on lecture tours and tours of friendship. For
the world he became the voice of India’s
spiritual heritage; and for India, especially for
Bengal, he became a great living institution.
Tagore won the Nobel Prize in Literature in
1913. Frenz, H. (ed.), Nobel Lectures – Literature 1901-1967, Elsevier Publishing Company,
Amsterdam, 1969.

These included the idea of a village[s] free from the shackles
of helplessness and ignorance by vitalising knowledge.
In the early 1930s he targeted ambient ‘abnormal caste
consciousness’ and untouchability, lecturing against these,
he penned Dalit heroes for his poems and his dramas,
and he campaigned—successfully—to open Guruvayoor
Temple to Dalits.
Many of these acts remain outside of the traditional
psyche and national history of India or of much of a world
spiralling into ad nauseum triviality and hyperbole. In trying
to examine this legacy, as a historical remain or archive, away
from India’s hasty alchemy into super-capitalism, one starts
to understand a more contemplative set of questions, positions
rather than postures and renunciations. Here the everyday
is affected by democracy and the further decline of the rights
of labour and caste.
It is often the work within the creative sectors that
invites us to regard this nation and its subtleties once again,
through the notations of artists, filmmakers, poets, writers
and architects. It is this return of the development of an
aesthetics within ideological constraints, that almost serves
us better than the news industry with its simplistic articles
that summarise the state’s resolve within the world’s globalised
paradigms. As a curator and writer involved in making
exhibitions, I believe the selection of certain artists’ works
assists us in the formulation of cohesive thoughts in these
pressing times and allows us to further comprehend the artistic
innovations that arise out of specific contexts. To paraphrase
the great poet, Hafiz, “What we speak becomes the house
where we live ...”
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On Iran:
The sensibility about the polemic that is Iran remained
an immense force in this recent curatorial undertaking. It allowed
the sourcing from the finite series of creative works that came
from Iran at a time when artists felt they needed to contest their
lived experiences of a persisting reality, after the tenth presidential elections in 2009. The victory by the incumbent President
Ahmadinejad was challenged by “The head of the Committee
to Protect the People’s Votes, a group set up by all three opposition candidates, said the group would not accept the result,
alleging fraud. They have asked Iran’s Guardian Council − a
powerful body controlled by conservative clerics to cancel the
results and re-run the elections.”19 The illegitimate and unacceptable election results led to the worst public violence for
a decade in Tehran.
The actual, as well as their mental journeys of the
process of being excluded in this moment, led to a further feeling
of being confined and isolated, producing new identities,
based on introspection, offering an auto-critique of the lack
of progress of their contemporary actualities. The volatile condition within and without, the obfuscations, the bewilderment
and the categorical failure of the system gave way to doubts
and led to a collective sense of disillusion with the whole.
The artists and their works in Fragile Hands were
selected for both their thinking and their making, providing
in summation a reflexive archive of their communal plight;
a response based on observations of the increasing destruction of its core values and the lack of transparency that envelopes
their possibilities. This cultural awakening, constructed in
images and text, thread and paint, video and graphics reflects
19

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/8098305.stm.
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the increasing place of protest and activism, but, more significantly, the works are responsibly engaged in how these
temporal visual encounters further the visual tropes of Iran’s
contemporary language- deliberate, gauged and, at points, provocative in its poetic demand. A curiosity that re-establishes
the demand to connect to the harsh reality within a critical artistic
discourse, speaks from the heart of the polemic sensibility of Iran.

ImagoMundi
(image or model, a microcosm of the world)
A recent tag has emerged, one coined by the bank Morgan
Stanley that indicates how temporary are our times; the
term is ‘the Fragile Five,’ referring to Brazil, India, Indonesia,
South Africa and Turkey. The Fragile Five are economies
identified as particularly vulnerable due, in part, to large
current account deficits. It is a strange coincidence that these
very five countries have been mooted in the last decade as
those on which the artworld should focus, for within this latest club of emerging nations are the prizes for investors, whose
focus is to generate from whichever entity culminates in profit.
Culture, as a part of corporate gambling, has come to signify
the Global Artworld as much as appearing to define a free
society whilst remaining a place to ruminate “beyond the normative duties of care and control, (which) is to-not simply a fetish
but a powerful agent in the further redistribution of wealth,
practiced in clear systemic collaboration with artists, curators,
critics, and other actors in contemporary art’s infrastructure.”20

20 Malik, S., and Phillips, A., “Tainted Love:
Art’s Ethos and Capitalization” in: Lind, M.,
and Velthuis, O. (eds.), Contemporary Art and

its Commercial Markets. A Report on Current
Conditions and Future Scenarios, Sternberg
Press, Berlin, 2012, p. 210.
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We recall “John Adams worrying that true democracy would
mean the abolishment of debt, the heavy taxation of the
rich, and, eventually, the equal division of everything amid the
reign of “anarchy and tyranny.””21 Meanwhile, it seems,
democracy has become what can be recognised as Mafia
Capitalism or, as Alain Badiou chooses to describe it, as capitaloparliamentarism. Herein, representative government controlled
by corporate interests remains in power perpetually, no
matter the governing party.
The permeable effects of the artworld, reassessed
in the throes of the flamboyancy of the art markets, reflects
the investment in how subjectivity is further deciphered. Where
it had grown as acts of symbolic defiance it is now subsumed
in the fetish of collecting at a time of global finance’s increasing globalisation. Often it is the idea of globalisation that
promotes an alternative subject; a shadow of the former West’s
philanthropic control as “the “democratic unconscious”
innate to mankind demonstrates a latent force behind populist
revolutions and the eruption of democratic spaces.”22
In this cumbersome reality, it is important to reflect
on the local embodiment of notions of freedom, the sensitivity
of knowledge about democracy, revolution and uprising,
for, in these spaces of progression, it remains highly speculative as well as transitory. Exhibitions that do manage to convey a sense of regionality help further research the intriguing
social contracts that effect the ideas of nations and regions
which still cannot be too easily realised as aesthetic contracts
by artists nor subsumed into visualising subjectivities.

Even so, artists remain often in the forefront of propelling
interests and subjectivities by a cut and paste solution to changes that are apparent in a constantly evolving world. Democracy
in art can be a powerful force, reconstituting the language
of democratic values, questioning beliefs and observing the
counterpunches at the same time as offering a forensic lesson
in asset management.
It is often in personal relationships, studio visits and long term
partnerships that the complexities which need mapping
and resolving, including the transitory traits, can be recognised
as a key part of our current understanding of this great upheaval. All these forces of different dark grey lives and fiction,
whose end have been built in the beginning, might find solace
in these emerging aesthetic contracts even in the paradox
of an art market vortex.
“It is a sensitive awareness of a new global consciousness, a matrix made possible through the age’s slew of
images. Revealed on his studio floor is an infinite and abstract
network of specific cultures, moments, and movements.
Bacon’s process of inspiration illuminates a path still deeply
relevant to contemporary image-makers that seems to directly
anticipate the age internet where media is muse. It is Bacon’s
search for a larger perspective of influence that contributes
to his works larger message, popularity, and accessibility
between societies and epochs. Interestingly this larger responsibility to a global audience is informed by the personal
experiences of one, unique man.”23

21 http://lareviewofbooks.org/review/
democracy-what-is-it-good-for-david-graeberand- gar-alperovitz.

23 MacKenzie, A.C.C., “Disturbing dogmatic
slumber: Bacon’s violent frames” via http://acmackenzie.com/post/51562940631/disturbingdogmatic-slumber-bacons-violent- frames.
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Shaheen Merali is a curator and writer, currently based
in London, UK. Previously, he was Head of Exhibitions, Film
and New Media at the Haus der Kulturen der Welt, Berlin
(2003-2008) where he curated several exhibitions accompanied by key publications, including The Black Atlantic;
Dreams and Trauma- Moving images and the Promised Lands
and Reimagining Asia, One Thousand years of Separation.
Merali was the co-curator of the 6th Gwangju Biennale, Korea
(2006). Upon leaving Germany he curated many exhibitions
in India and Iran and then embarked upon a period of extensive research and consultation on the conservation and
production of a major exhibition of the International
Collection of the Birla Academy of Art and Culture, Kolkata
(2010- 2012).
His recent exhibitions include Refractions, Moving
Images on Palestine, P21 Gallery, London; When Violence
becomes Decadent, ACC Galerie Weimar, Speaking from
the Heart, Castrum Peregrini, Amsterdam and (After) Love
at Last Sight / Nezeket Ekici Retrospective, PiArtworks , London.
Merali has written catalogue essays on Agathe de
Bailliencourt, Nezeket Ekici, Jitish Kallat, Sara Rahbar, TV Santhosh, Cai Yuan and JJ Xi (Madforeal) and others.
www.shaheenmerali.com
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Mohammed Al-Hawajri
1976 — Born in Gaza, Palestine
Lives and works in Gaza, Palestine

Solo:
2013 Guernica – Gaza, French – German Cultural Center in
Ramallah, Palestine
2011 Animal Farm, French Cultural Institutes, Gaza,
Jerusalem, Nablus, Al-Nasra, Bethlehem, Hebron,
Ramallah, Palestine
Group:
2013 Beirut Art Fair, with Mark Hachem Galleries,
Beirut, Lebanon
2012 Refraction – Moving images on Palestine, curated
by Shaheen Merali, P21 Gallery, London, UK M43,
Qalandiya international – Art and life in Palestine,
Al Ma’mal Foundation, Jerusalem, Palestine
http://www.mohammedalhawajri.com
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A founding member of the Eltiqa Group for Contemporary
Art in Gaza and of its Fine Art Programme in the PRC Society,
Mohammed Al-Hawajri works in a wide and fluctuating
range of media whilst his choice of media is frequently determined by which materials are available at any given time
in the restrictive conditions of Gaza.
“I integrated modern photographs into old and famous
paintings of artists including Picasso, Dali, Van Gogh, Chagall
and others to express the reality of Arabs in general and of
Palestinians in particular. I express the reality of the world and
of the Palestinians, the life under Israeli occupation, racial segregation, violence, destruction, murder and assassination.
I have chosen Guernica-Gaza as project title because
of the similarities between the war in Gaza in 2008/2009
and the German aggression against Spain in 1937, during which
the village of Guernica was destroyed. Guernica is one of the
most famous works of Picasso that has had a great impact on
people who saw the painting in Europe and elsewhere. It is
a witness of war and destruction and of the suffering of this
village and its inhabitants. Guernica is a great example of the
importance of art in the documentation of reality and historical
facts. Even more, it shows that art can influence the attitude
of human beings. Through art, people discover history, link
it to their present and reject violence and aggression.”
Mohammed Al-Hawajri
Source: http://www.eltiqa.com/en-artists-10 and http://hawajriart.blogspot.nl/2013/03/
guernica-gaza-2010-2013.htm
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Guernica-Gaza (series)
2013
Digital photograph
25 x 60 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
Guernica-Gaza (series)
2013
Digital photograph
25 x 60 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Masoumeh Bakhtiary
1966 — Born in Tehran, Iran
Lives and works in Tehran, Iran

Solo:
2009 Tarahan-e Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2008 Saad Abad Fine Art Museum, Tehran, Iran
2005 Beijing International Art Exposition, Beijing, China
Group:
2014 Recalling the Future: post revolutionary Iranian Art, cocurated by Aras Amiri, David Hodge, Hamed Yousefi 		
and Rozita Sharafjahan, Brunei Gallery,
SOAS, London, UK
2013 Speaking from the heart, curated by Shaheen 			
Merali, Castrum Peregrini, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
http://www.tavoosonline.com/SelectedArtist/SpecialEn.aspx?src=111&Page=1
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“The artworks by Masoumeh Bakhtiary are ‘art of counter
information’, to use a phrase of Georges Didi-Huberman,
against the dominance of a severe practice of cultural control
that has manifested itself in the guise of the sacred rights
of the nation and produced inhuman inequalities within,
but these works remain not only bound by this oppressive
condition – they speak further and deeper, of inter-subjective
and historical alliances. They suggest ‘In opposing you –
I am also proposing to you’.”
Shaheen Merali
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We don’t have a hinterland (series)
2011
Mixed media, textile
25 x 15 x 9 cm
Courtesy of the artist and
Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Opposite
We don’t have a hinterland (series)
2011
Mixed media, textile
25 x 15 x 9 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
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Binu Bhaskar
1972 — Born in Kerala, India
Lives and works in Kerala and Tiruvannamalai, India

Solo:
2008 Distance, Bodhi Art, Travancore Palace, Delhi, India
2000 Diksha, Smith Street Gallery, Melbourne, Australia
Group:
2012 Terra Incognita (with Alex Da Silva),
The Mojo Gallery, Dubai, UAE
2010 Human Race, The Mojo Gallery, Dubai, UAE
2009 Intérieur nuit, La Galerie Miniature, Paris, France
http://www.themojogallery.com/binu-bhaskar.html
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“Bhaskar’s photographic images mark a specific convergence
between an ecological politics and a poetics of the Sublime.
His images address us in languages from beyond the familiar
usage of the spoken and the sayable. They convey us into
a world of fugitive sensations and half-grasped impressions,
intimations of belonging and dreams of the future that are
implied rather than declared. In his photographic practice,
Bhaskar does not identify, isolate and capture an object with
his lens. Rather, he cultivates a field of meditation by shuttling
between attentiveness and relaxation, intimacy and distance,
familiarity and strangeness, pattern and chance. Bhaskar applies
himself to gauging the precise balance between these opposites, until the image manifests itself from the field of meditation, radiant against the rich and bewildering profusion of
natural effects. Bhaskar demonstrates a rather classical Modernist concern with repeatedly addressing and exhausting
a theme through the conceptual space afforded by a series.
His works portray a subtle political statement about environmental degradation, vanishing habitats, and endangered livelihoods.”
Ranjit Hoskote
Source: http://rashminorberg.wordpress.com/2010/08/21/binu-bhaskar-looking-for-true-north/
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Unknown Portraits 2
2011
Mixed media on paper
90 x 135 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
Unknown Portraits 1
2011
Mixed media on paper
90 x 135 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Madhu & Hazra Chitrakar
1967 and 1975 — Born in Naya, West Bengal, India
Live and work in Naya, West Bengal, India

Group:
2013 Tagore Lost and Found, curated by Bina Sarkar Elias,
Art Bull, New Delhi, India
2010 The 11th Hour – An Exhibition of Contemporary Art
from India/ Diaspora, curated by Shaheen Merali,
Tang Contemporary Art, Beijing, China
http://www.artslant.com/global/artists/show/157425-madhu-and-hazra-chitrakar
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“The most significant body of drawings and paintings of 19th
century Bengal are the Kalighat pats, created by village
clay modellers and painters who settled down in the vicinity
of the famous Kali Temple of Kalighat in Kolkata. These drawings and paintings on sheets of untreated paper, with ink and
water-soluble opaque colours, were made as cheap souvenirs
at throwaway prices for pilgrims to the temple but soon moved
up into the realm of Art, as the audience, buyers, collectors
and critics observed their dual aesthetic and acerbic qualities. Sardonically witty, the pat chitrakars commented on social
mores and contemporary life.
Madhu Chitrakar one such patua, is no ordinary folk
painter, but an artist who has successfully redefined the
prevailing tenets of modernism and tradition in his work.
In his paintings, one notices an interesting continuity with local
and inherited practice on the one hand, and with experimentation, both in term of content and style, on the other. In rural
Bengal, the itinerant patuas, either Hindu or Muslim, occupy
a marginalised status, made as they are, to live on the outer
fringes of their villages. For, while they are considered to
be of the Hina, or of low chitrakar profession by the upper
caste Hindus, the Muslim patnas, too, are reviled by orthodox
Muslims for painting and singing in praise of Hindu gods/goddesses and Hindu mythology. Madhu, a Muslim with a Hindu
name, is typical of this un-usual social phenomenon.”
Baruna Battacharjee
Source: http://www.gallerie.net/issue17/art4html
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9/11
2014
Vegetable pigments on paper
(with cloth backing)
366 x 78,7 cm
Courtesy of the artists
Opposite
Day of Judgment (2012)
2014
Vegetable pigments on paper (with
cloth backing)
366 x 78,7 cm
Courtesy of the artists
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Rajib Chowdhury
1971 — Born in Kolkata, India
Lives and works in Baroda, India

Group:
2013 When Violence becomes decadent,
curated by Shaheen Merali, ACC Galerie Weimar,
Weimar, Germany
2012 When Violence becomes decadent,
curated by Shaheen Merali, Freies Museum,
Berlin,Germany
2009 Peripheries of Whereabouts,
Tangarine Art Space, Bangalore, India
2008 Freshly squeezed: The young Indian Contemporaries,
Suchitra Arts, Mumbai, India
2007 Confronting Globalization, Mon Art Gallery,
Kolkata, India
ttp://www.saatchionline.com/raaj
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“In my recent work I’m trying to show the present day scenario
of a terrified, politically disturbed world. We see destruction
more than constructive efforts. The funny part of this century
is human beings do anything and everything; whether good
or bad, constructing a temple, mosque or a church or demolishing the same, including the name of god or religion in such
scenarios. We do the same thing when at war with any nation
or a neighbour. This present day scenario impacts us all;
financially, socially, politically, emotionally and physically. And,
in this show of the powerful or the super powerful, the most
affected are the innocent souls, the children and the common
people. No political agendas or diplomatic talks, simply innocent souls who know nothing. They are the victims who lose
their lives or identity.
I am not a political artist, but subconsciously I cannot
ignore the political world. I try in vain to escape this reality.
When I read the newspaper or watch news on television,
my mind is destroyed by the horrifying incidents reported.
When I try to focus and concentrate on something I get diverted all the time. My works are just the outcome of such things.
In this way I can sum up my current work as the depiction
of what is going on around us; war, casualties, restlessness,
self-defence and security measures. Previously as an artist
I used to paint what I liked and admired. However, the present scenario has somehow forced me to paint what I do
not like as I want people to have a glimpse of what we have
made our world to be.”
Rajib Chowdhury
Source: http://www.saatchiart.com/raaj
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Hand of a cynical Protagonist
2012
Ink jet on archival paper
56,6 x 76 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
Mock Drill of an Encounter Specialist
2012
Ink jet on archival paper
56,6 x 76 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Ramesch Daha
1971 — Born in Tehran, Iran
Lives and works in Vienna, Austria

Solo:
2014 Somewhere in Iran, Galerie Grazy, Graz, Austria
2009 32°N/53°E, Galerie Bleich-Rossi, Vienna, Austria
2009 Victims 9/11, Galerie Bleich- Rossi, Vienna, Austria
Group:
2010 The Stalking of Absence (vis-a-vis Iran), curated
by Shaheen Merali, Tokyo Gallery, Tokyo, Japan
2012 Die Welt bewegt sich, Planetarium Nishnij Nowgorod,
Moscow, Russia
http://www.ramesch-daha.com
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“Daha approaches complex historical events with a research
diary in the form of a notebook, in which original documents,
stamps, excerpts from historical documents and sketches are
included, extracted from the abundance of her research.
On this basis, the various project components are created
in different media: drawings, negative copy drawings of significant, sometimes rare documents, furthermore, painted maps,
based on the imagery of war magazines, the National Geographic or the Pocketguide to Iran, showing strategically
important sections of the railroad and the historical plans
of the invaders, as well as videos, including military parades
in 2006, referring to the historical events, and finally, landscape paintings, on the one hand the black-and-white paintings, which combine the headlines of historical reports with
images of contemporary photojournalists, and on the other
hand landscapes of a reduced palette which track down
today’s views of the most strategic locations in the course
of the Trans-Iranian Railway with Google Earth, connecting
them with the corresponding geographic coordinates.
With the juxtaposition of content, media, and perspectives, Daha takes a multiple look at the historic events, that
does not claim to be scientific, but always strives for factual
accuracy. The artist confronts the discrepancy between individual and institutionalized history in order to question the complexity of the present, the essence of which becomes apparent
through her historical digressions.”
Kathrin Becker
Source: the artist.
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Black Paper – Unlimited History (series)
2013/4
Charcoal on paper
29,7 x 21 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
Black Paper – Unlimited History (series)
2013/4
Charcoal on paper
29,7 x 21 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Natasha de Betak
Born in Madrid, Spain
Lives and works in Paris, France,
and Mumbai, India

Solo:
2012 Nightshade, curated by Aveek Sen,
Experimenter Gallery, Kolkata, India 2010 Speaking Tree,
Musée des Arts Asiatiques Guimet, Paris, France
2008 Speaking Tree & Kaal , Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston, USA
2007 Speaking Tree (video), Hermès Gallery, Tokyo, Japan
Group:
2006 Time in Movement – Kaal (film), Hermès Gallery,
Tokyo, Japan
http://www.natashadebetak.com
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“This play of light and sound hides a story; an unusual destiny
of a man named Deva, who lost his mind while grazing camels
in the desert of northwestern India. He was tied to the
only tree in his village for years. Deva’s wife left him, meanwhile
his mother looked after him. Till one day, a massive earthquake erased the region. The disaster killed thousands and
made millions homeless but Deva found his mind, his sanity,
and his life –again.
I’ve passionately followed Deva and his story over five
years of filming. I used texture and patterns emerging from
use of video to enhance the inner turmoil –an attempt to look
under his skin. His story manifests everything I longed for
in my artistic ambitions; earth, organic matters, timelessness,
follies, and above all human emotions. Today, Deva stands
at the crossroad -which world to choose, that of sane people
or that of insane.”
Natasha de Betak
Source: the artist.
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Still from Speaking Tree
2007
Film transferred to DVD (colour, subtitles)
65 minutes
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
Still from Speaking Tree
2007
Film transferred to DVD (colour, subtitles)
65 minutes
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist
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Majid Fathizadeh
1977 — Born in Zahedan, Iran
Lives and works in Tehran, Iran

Solo:
2010 The Mire, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2009 Ehtezar (Being near Death), Azad Art Gallery,
Tehran, Iran
Group:
2012 The (Iranian) Weltanschauung, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Freies Museum, Berlin, Germany
2011 Hamneshini Naslha, Artists’ Forum Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2009 Drawing Group Exhibition, Artists’ Forum Gallery,
Tehran, Iran
http://www.azadartgallery.com/14/section.aspx/75
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“I want to demonstrate the corruption and abuse of morals and
social beliefs due to narrow minds and selfish points
of view. I try to illustrate my thoughts and sometimes I remain
doubtful if a valid perception is achievable through my works.”
Majid Fatihzadeh
Source: the artist.
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Untitled
2010
Ink on paper
21 x 29,7 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Opposite
Untitled
2010
Ink on paper
21 x 29,7 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
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Debesh Goswami
1965 — Born in Kolkata, India
Lives and works in Rennes, France
and Kolkata, India

Solo:
2009 Debesh Goswami, Gallery Apparao, New Delhi, India
2008 A Place called Body, Galerie Hélène Lamarque,
Paris, France Debesh Goswami, Galerie Oniris,
Rennes, France
Group:
2010 Besides Paris, curated by Shaheen Merali,
Birla Academy of Arts and Culture, Kolkata, India
2008 Hong Kong International Art,
Galerie Hélène Lamarque Paris, France.
Beyond the Body, Galerie Hélène Lamarque Miami, USA
http://debeshgoswami.free.fr
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“….there is an enormous gulf between “Je suis ce que je suis”
Calcutta and “Je suis ce que je suis” Sanchi. In these latter
two photos, mysterious and unknown objects disappear
under garlands of flowers. In the different galleries these figures are amongst other artefacts, ranging from bas-reliefs
containing several figures, isolated sculptures, other divinities
and semi-decorative animals. We are no longer amidst the
crowds of isolated individuals in a Moscow museum, but before
a Pantheon where beings are much more diverse. The roses
envelope unevenly and imprecisely each individual unknown
to his neighbour whereas the garland covers more efficiently
a sign amongst the other signs. Each statue of a divinity being
but a sign amidst others and which have come to an agreement whilst each portrait claims its otherness? In other words,
these heterogeneous identities that wish to play the same
roles, even to the flowers, and are not easy to introduce
when some are assembled in disparity, others remain a consistent sign.
Between a world where signs have no boundaries and
the universe that mimics the uncompromising reality, these
identities are not in the same place. If Debesh Goswami
hides this figure by covering it up, is it not to show us by a
gesture comparable but not identical the difference between
the “I” who hides behind the same pronoun?”
Jean-Marc Poinso
Source: http://debeshgoswami.free.fr/en/pdf/jmpoinsot.pdf
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Read it, seen it – Vienna in early spring
2014
Flowers and string
Variable scale
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
Viennese spring rolls
2014
Flowers and string
Variable scale
Courtesy of the artist
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Probir Gupta
1960 — Born in Kolkata, India
Lives and works in New Delhi, India

Solo:
2008 The Eves Dropper and the Spectator,
curated by Peter Nagy, Philips de Pury, London, UK
2007 To Whomsoever It may concern:
Paintings and Installations by Probir Gupta,
Bodhi Art, New York, USA
Found Objects, Anant Art Gallery, Delhi, India
Group:
2013 The Empire strikes back: Indian Art Today,
Saatchi Gallery, London, UK
2007 Urban Manners at Arts of the World,
curated by Adelina von Furstenberg,
Hangar Bicocca, Milan, Italy
http://www.saatchigallery.com/artists/probir_gupta.htm
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Probir Gupta is an artist, politician, curator and activist based
in New Delhi. Over the years, the direction of his works
has changed course, and he has tried various techniques to
convey his messages. Gupta was born in Calcutta. His paintings and installations are often based on pieces of found
scrap metal that he has scavenged from military sites around
Delhi. His imagery references the dangers and anxiety present
in the early days of British colonialism in India and the political
ramifications of that history.
“This photographic project is an attempt at looking
at story telling (a medium lost in time...) as a medium of campaign. These stories of the marginalised, their aspirations,
dreams and hopes that they live and breathe may be stories
of Ganga and Pradeep but these are very much the realities
of many others in developing and developed worlds, where the
delicate lines between story and reality get fused and merged.”
Probir Gupta
Source: the artist
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Potato Eater Series
– in front of De la Croix’s Liberté
2012
Archival print
56 x 79 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
Potato Eater Series
– The Leader
2012
Archival print
79 x 56 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Ghazaleh Hedayat
1979 — Born in Tehran, Iran
Lives and works in Tehran, Iran

Solo:
2013 Crust, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2008 The Strand and the Skin, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Group:
2014 Recalling the Future: post revolutionary Iranian Art,
co-curated by Aras Amiri, David Hodge, Hamed Yousefi
and Rozita Sharafjahan, Brunei Gallery,
SOAS, London, UK
2013 Speaking from the Heart, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Castrum Peregrini, Amsterdam,
The Netherlands
http://delfinafoundation.com/in-residence/ghazaleh-hedayat
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Ghazaleh Hedayat received her BFA (Photography) from Islamic
Azad University in Tehran in 2002. She also received her
MFA (New Genres) from San Francisco Art Institute in 2005.
Hedayat has been involved in different fields such as photography, video and installation.
‘Visibility’ and ‘invisibility’ are the basic elements in her
photographs. Meanwhile Hedayat is working as a video
arist who is very concerned about visualizing ‘silence’ through
other human senses. Ghazaleh Hedayat has been showing
her works in Iran and abroad.
Source: the artist.
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Tight or loose hair
2008
Hair in fabric hoop
46 x 46 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Opposite
Tight or loose hair
2008
Hair in fabric hoop
46 x 46 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
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Taha Heydari
1986 — Born in Tehran, Iran
Lives and works in Tehran, Iran

Solo:
2011 Last Night, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2010 Maps, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Group:
2014 PAINTINGWALL (Janus at 8:16),
curated by Ala Dehghan and Florencia Escudero,
Touch Gallery, Cambridge, USA
2013 Speaking from the heart, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Castrum Peregrini,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
2012 Post Pop, Mahe-Mehr Art Institute , Tehran, Iran
2012 No Subject, 1x1 Gallery, Dubai, UAE
http://www.tavoosonline.com/Artist/ArtistArtEn.aspx?src=235
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“Last night, I can’t remember what time it was, I was on my way
back home, it was too late for a taxi, it was a short way but
uphill, I walked, close to our alley, some meters ahead, a car
stopped, grey, two got out, almost middle-aged, they stopped
by the gutter, talking, one looking around incessantly, I was
looking at the gutter as well, moving forward slowly, counting
my steps, one white, one black, I came close to them, they
looked familiar, they stopped talking, lightly, I passed, some
steps further, my cell phone vibrated, I answered before the
ring, yes, where are you, when are you back, I called him
several times since morning, his cell phone is off, nobody
answers his phone.”
Source: the artist.
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Last Night (detail)
2011
Acrylic and mixed media
on canvas with clock
65 x 85 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Opposite
Last Night (detail)
2011
Acrylic and mixed media
on canvas with clock
65 x 85 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
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Khaled Jarrar
1976 — Born in the West Bank city of Jenin, Palestine
Lives and works in Ramallah, Palestine

Solo:
2013 Whole in the Wall, Ayyam Gallery, London, UK
The Batalion, Galerie Guy Bärtschi, Geneva, Switzerland
Group:
2013 SubRosa: The Language of Resistance,
USF Contemporary Art Museum, Tampa,
USA Siasat, 15th Jakarta Biennale,
Teater Jakarta – Taman Ismail
Marzuki, Jakarta, Indonesia
2012 NEWTOPIA: The State of Human Rights – multi-sited
Contemporary Arts Exhibition in
Mechelen and Brussels, Belgium
http://www.ayyamgallery.com/artists/khaled-jarrar
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“Khaled Jarrar is an artist whose work explores the themes
of statehood, legitimacy, historical narrative, political authority
and, most importantly, freedom. He lived all his life under
oppressive circumstances in the military occupied Palestinian
Territories. Jarrar’s day job was that of a military officer. He has
undergone a personal journey of removing the shackles of
being a soldier, transforming himself into an artist. That subjective experience of “breaking free” from disciplinary modes
of being, became a salient theme in many of his works.
Jarrar belongs to the latest generation of artists from
Palestine that continues to use social intervention and action
in their works, creating immersive art projects that involve the
interaction of the audience. There is a sense of self-determination that is created by applying the imaginary within the social
and political realms. Decolonization starts with a will. These
projects are manifestations of the successful use of aesthetics
in politics to stir that will.
In this video, Jarrar documents ordinary people crossing
illicitly into Jerusalem. It deals directly with the idea of the
curtailment of movement that Palestinians suffer on a daily
basis in trying to travel between cities. They are forced to do
so in order to bypass Israeli checkpoints that deny them entry
to join family members on the other side or even to go to prayer
in the Holy City. It stands as a rite of passage, a sacred pilgrimage to reach the light or the land of the house of prayer.
It’s a metaphysical journey towards achieving freedom in all its
manifestations.”
Reem Fadda
Source: the artist.
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Infiltrators
2012
Video documentary (colour, subtitles)
70 minutes
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist and Ayyam Gallery, London, UK/ Beirut, Lebanon
Opposite
Still from Bus Stop Sep 5
2010
Video documentary (colour, subtitles)
4:13 minutes
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist and Ayyam Gallery, London, UK/ Beirut, Lebanon
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Rajkamal Kahlon
1974 — Born in Auburn, California, USA
Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Solo:
2013 Rajkamal Kahlon: Blowback, Nature Morte Gallery,
Berlin, Germany
2012 Rajkamal Kahlon: Double Vision/ Doppelbilder,
curated by Miriam Österreich, Wilhelm Hack
Museum – Rudolph Scharpf Gallery,
Ludwigshafen, Germany
Group:
2013/4 Meeting Points 7 – Ten Thousand Wiles and
a Hundred Thousand Trick, curated by What,
How & for
Whom/WHW, Zagreb, Croatia/ Antwerp,
Belgium/ Hong Kong, China/ Moscow,
Russia/ Beirut, Lebanon/ Cairo, Egypt/ and Vienna,
Austria
2013/4 A Bomb, With Ribbon Around It – South Asian Women’s
Creative Collective (SAWCC) Annual Visual Arts Show,
curated by Raúl Zamudio, Queens Museum of Art,
New York, USA
2012 Modern Monster/ Death and Life of Fiction,
curated by Anselm Franke, Taipei Biennial, Taiwan
http://www.rajkamalkahlon.com
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“My interdisciplinary practice centers on the social history
of painting and drawing. While maintaining a commitment to
the disciplines of painting and drawing, my work enacts a careful interrogation of the boundaries and the assumptions
which form them. This interrogation is made along the fault
lines of colonial histories, pre- and post-independence, and
the globalized present. My work, approaching the mediums
of painting and drawing from a conceptual and material standpoint, often confronts the viewer with the implication of
their own body in the production of meaning. The work addresses the intimate and emotional impact of how power is
inscribed on and by the body, in part through a level of performativity inherent in the work’s form and in the viewer’s relation to it, which sometimes exceeds the traditional bounds
of how painting is understood. It is a continual play between
the subject and object, a play of simultaneity and contradiction,
an ambivalent belief in and deconstruction of painting, the
image and the larger field of representation. This ambivalence resulting in a continual reconstitution and disavowal
of painting and the image is informed by an interrogation of
the ideological positions of representation as they are linked
to forms of racial and colonial authority.
In a dialectical engagement with historical texts and images I critique the will to “make” humans implicit in the visual
practices backed by repressive regimes of power in part
with the use of violent imagery framed by psychedelia and the
human body turned grotesque through its traumatic encounters with colonialism, military rule and torture.” 				
		
Rajkamal Kahlon
Source: the artist.
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Imperial War Bill
2010
Ink, gouache and acrylic
on watercolour paper
220 x 130 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
And then there was one...
2010
Ink, gouache and acrylic
on watercolour paper
220 x 130 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Katayoun Karami
1967 — Born in Tehran, Iran
Lives and works in Tehran, Iran

Solo:
2013 The Wind will take us away, curated by Brigitte Brulois,
Evreux, Normandy, France
Good Thoughts, Good Words, Good Deeds,
Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2012 Have a Break, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Group:
2014 Recalling the Future: post revolutionary
Iranian Art, co-curated by Aras Amiri, David Hodge,
Hamed Yousefi, and Rozita Sharafjahan, Brunei Gallery,
SOAS, London, UK
2013 Side Effects, curated by Gudrun Wallenböck,
Hinterland, Vienna, Austria
2012 The Elephant in the Dark, curated by Amirali Ghasemi, 		
Devi Art Foundation, Haryana, India
http://www.katayounkarami.com
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Katayoun Karami is always looking for new and sophisticated
ways to express herself.
In her artistic works she is always seeking to cross over
the traditional boundaries of the medium, by using experimental methods and wittily focusing on some problems of
photographic representation. Her works shows her lived experience in a delicate way, while containing pithy implications
on women social condition.
Source: the artist.
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Scrawl (series)
2011
Shredded photographs
10 x 15 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Opposite
Scrawl (series)
2011
Shredded photographs
10 x 15 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
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Leena Kejriwal
1969 — Born in Kolkata, India
Lives and works in Kolkata, India

Solo:
2012 I saw that which had remained unseen,
curated by Shaheen Merali,
Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2011 Entropic Site, curated by Shaheen Merali,
Shrine Empire Gallery, New Delhi, India
2010 East City: Kolkata before the Campaign,
curated by Shaheen Merali, Birla Academy
of Arts and Culture, Kolkata, India
Group:
2014 M.I.S.S.I.N.G….Public Art Project, India Art Fair,
New Delhi, India
2012 When Violence Becomes Decadent,
curated by Shaheen Merali, Freies Museum,
Berlin, Germany
http://www.leenakejriwal.com
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“The latest version of the installation, I saw that which had
remained unseen, follows two remarkable installations
that precede it, Entropic Sites, at the Shrine Empire Gallery,
New Delhi and East City, at the Birla Academy of Arts and Culture in Kolkata, both in India. I saw that which had remained
unseen, marks an important stage for the artist, whose
own engagement in issues of gender inequality has been furthered recently by the work of non government organisations,
including the New Light Project and the Apne Aap Women
Worldwide organisation, which encourages us to revisit
the question of our medieval relationship to slavery and workers whose bodies are abused. Alongside the benefits that arise
from living in the city that provides us with shelter, work and
pleasure, we still have to consider how to effectively abolish
such types of urban-based abusive behaviour.”
Shaheen Merali
Source: I saw that which had remained unseen / Photographic Installation by Leena Kejriwal/
Azad Art Gallery Text, Tehran
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I saw that which had remained
unseen 3 – Lal Batir Ghar
2011
Digital print
70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
I saw that which had remained unseen
(3D installation rendering)
2011
Digital prints
Various dimensions
Courtesy of the artist
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Amir Mobed
1974 — Born in Tehran, Iran
Lives and works in Tehran, Iran

Group:
2014 Recalling the Future: post revolutionary Iranian Art,
co-curated by Aras Amiri, David Hodge,
Hamed Yousefi, and Rozita Sharafjahan, Brunei Gallery,
SOAS, London, UK
2013 Tehran Calling London / London Calling Tehran,
London Print Studio, London, UK
Annual of Contemporary Art, co-curated
by Elham Puriyamehr, Sanandaj, Kurdistan, Iran
2012 The (Iranian) Weltanschauung, curated by
Shaheen Merali, Freies Museum, Berlin, Germany
2011 Disturbing Public Opinion, curated by
Barbad Golshiri, Röda Sten, Göteborg, Sweden
http://amirmobed.com
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Amir Mobed seeks new definitions of volume and space, time
and vision in his diverse body of work. Trying to reach a new
aesthetic through multiplication and repetition of elements,
he has made various experiments with different materials.
Diversity of the materials is Mobed’s particular characteristic;
plaster, iron sheets, sometimes rusted, clay, mirror, candles,
apples, flowers, disposable dishes, human hair, ice and
his own body.
In his installations and environmental works, he is especially interested in the concept of living spaces. He brings
about total changes in the visual qualities of the environments,
usually by assembling great numbers of reproduced pieces,
containing different cultural-social allusions in each case.
These works raise issues about the relationship between art,
society and the environment we are living in. He usually makes
his installations in the open air to be able to touch the public
and the passers-by, not just those who intentionally come
to museums and galleries to see the artworks. Also, often tries
to involve the viewers in the process of creating the piece.
Mobed continuously experiments with various media
including performance and photography which sharply refer
to his homeland’s politically critical situation. In his performances and installations, he persists in maximising the involvement
of the viewers.
In recent years with increasing steps towards the political awakening and enormous protests in Iran, he has turned
his focus to more direct media-actions including performance
and videos.
Source: the artist.
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Still from Come caress me
2010
Performance documentation on DVD
26 minutes in video loop
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Opposite
Still from Come caress me
2010
Performance documentation on DVD
26 minutes in video loop
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
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Masoumeh Mozafari
1958 — Born in Tehran, Iran
Lives and works in Tehran, Iran

Solo:
2012 Running, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2010 Heatstroke, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Group:
2014 Recalling the Future: post revolutionary Iranian Art,
co-curated by Aras Amiri, David Hodge, Hamed Yousefi
and Rozita Sharafjahan, Brunei Gallery,
SOAS, London, UK
2014 A Dweller of Nowadays, Vista Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2011 Elephant in the Dark, Devi Art Foundation,
Haryana, India
http://www.mahartgallery.com/en?id=artist&pid=1848&dir=masoumeh-mozaffari
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Masoumeh Mozafari obtained a Master of Science in Art from
the Painting Department of the Faculty of Art and Architecture
at Azad University in 1998. She received her Bachelor of Arts
in Art from the Painting Department of the Faculty of Fine Arts
at Tehran University in 1988.
Currently a member of the Iranian Women Artist Group
called Dena and chairwoman of the board of the Society of
Iranian Painters (SIP), Masoumeh Mozafari was a member of
various jury panels of renowned museums, galleries and festivals in Tehran in the past. She teaches classes at the Faculty
of Art and Architecture at Azad University Tehran and Azad University Tabriz, and works as well for other universities.
Source: the artist
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Heatstroke (series)
2011
Oil painting
100 x 100 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Opposite
Heatstroke (series)
2011
Oil painting
100 x 100 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
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Tarzan & Arab Nasser
1988 — Born in Gaza, Palestine
Lives and works in Gaza, Palestine

Solo:
2011 Gazawood, Alamo Drafthouse, Austin, USA
Gazawood, The Mosaic Rooms, London, UK
Group:
2013 Refractions – Moving images on Palestine,
curated by Shaheen Merali, P21 Gallery, London, UK
2012 THIS also GAZA: A Celebration of Contemporary Visual
Arts from the Gaza Strip, chief- curated
by Rashid Abdelhamid, Alhoush in collaboration
with Think Factory 612 and the Greater Amman
Municipality at Ras Al Ain Gallery and Hangar,
Amman, Jordan
Subversion, curated by Omar Kholeif, Cornerhouse
Gallery, Manchester, UK
http://www.ibraaz.org/interviews/32
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Tarzan & Arab (Ahmad and Muhammad Abu Nasser)’s posters
are part of their Gazawood project, which reflects the twin
brothers’ cunning knowledge of film genres and history, as well
as a healthy element of humour (albeit black) that counters
the prevailing realities around them. Gazawood originally
features a short film, Colourful Journey, and more posters for
other imaginary films – yet to be made, perhaps – that reflect
their interest in and passion for film. The irony is that the titles
of the films are names of Israeli Defence Force military campaigns, absurd names reputedly conjured randomly through
a computer generated programme. The short film and posters
are inspired by different genres (westerns, crime, horror and
the supernatural, for example) but the accompanying images
are re-imagined to reflect their own experiences of Gaza.
Ironically there has been no functioning cinema in Gaza
since the late 1980s, but (electricity supplies permitting) there
are plenty of opportunities to watch films on satellite TV or
on illegal DVD copies, and probably many hours to wile away
due to the paralysing situation enforced by Israel’s blockade.
The hundreds of satellite TV channels from around the
Arab world show many films at all hours of the day and night,
and not just from Hollywood.
Source: http://www.mosaicrooms.org/wp-content/uploads/young-artists-web.pdf
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Pillar of Cloud
2010
C type digital print
59,3 x 84 cm
Courtesy of the artists
Opposite
Cast Lead
2010
C type digital print
59,3 x 84 cm
Courtesy of the artists
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Charly Nijensohn
1966 — Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina
Lives and works in Berlin, Germany

Group:
2010 Art in Auditorium, Whitechapel Gallery, London, UK
2009 Dojima River Biennale, curated by Fumio Nanjo,
Osaka, Japan
2008 Singapore Biennale, curated by Fumio Nanjo, Singapore
2007 Biennale of the end of the world, Ushuaia, Argentina
2003 Dreams and Conflicts – The Viewer’s Dictatorship,
50th Venice Biennial, Venice, Italy
http://www.charlynijensohn.org
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“Charly Nijensohn’s videos engage the viewer through their provocative intensity. The point of departure always tends to be
the same: a performative act of a certain duration where an
individual is situated in a majestic but menacing natural environment. The relationship between the human figure and the surrounding space establishes a conflict that is both real and
existential at the same time. The environment is presented as
being hostile, deceptively stable at times and momentarily even
lethal, but the main character persists in his endeavour to overcome adversity. We never know why or to what ends this endeavour is undertaken, but we sense a force of necessity, which
leads us to identify with him, to feel and resist along with him.
By way of notable efforts toward expressive synthesis,
Nijensohn assembles a powerful audiovisual composition
that presents the unremitting tension between mankind and
nature. Along with his semantic horizon line, resonance can
be found with the concept of the sublime; that complex and
contradictory mix of admiration and terror that shakes up and
paralyzes the soul. However, as is to be expected, here we
are not dealing with a post-modern version of Lyotard or
Jameson that translates the annihilating experience of urban
contemporary life, but rather a formulation that lies closer to
the romantic original, fundamental to Kant’s aesthetic. Kant
often draws upon examples of nature’s destructive potential
to characterize the concept, and from it he derives the type
of emotional intensity that manifests itself in the experience
of the sublime.”
Rodrigo Alonso
Source: http://www.charlynijensohn.org/About_Charly_Nijensohn.html
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Still from Dead Forest Storm
2008
Video projection
05:14 minutes in video loop
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
Still from Dead Forest Storm
2008
Video projection
05:14 minutes in video loop
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist
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Amin Nourani
1965 — Born in Tehran, Iran
Lives and works in Tehran, Iran

Solo:
2014 Weight of Memory, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
2011 The Practice, Within Uncertainty, Assar Art Gallery,
Tehran, Iran
2009 Family, Mahe-Mehr Art Institute, Tehran, Iran
Group:
2011 Regarding Iran, curated by Shaheen Merali,
The Guild Gallery, Mumbai, India
2009 The Promise of Loss, curated by Shaheen Merali,
Kunsthalle Brot and Hilger Contemporary,
Vienna, Austria
http://www.assarartgallery.com/main/exhibited_artists/amin_nourani
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“The paintings are characterised by their mundane themes,
all set within domestic interiors which explore the singular
or a group of figures. The use of solemn colours, captured
by an extraordinary light from a source outside of the domestic, makes up these pictures of an interior provoked by
an exterior condition. Stories are summarised in an instant, like
flash photography, and through an illustration of the mundane
a vast expanse of human fragility evolves. This work remains
a reflective narrative of the domestic, much like the Dutch artist, Johannes Vermeer’s works. The art of seeing these worlds
is in its potential for fiction which remains bathed in the honey
light of the sun, making the interior feel in harmony with the
natural power that gives us both joy and life. The quality
of light, crisp from the air of the mountains that surround Tehran makes this quiet moment into a stillness where we can
reflect on each of the subjects and the selected objects in the
painting – a Vermeer-like stillness of a settled space, a home
where much of what we call value and the valuable surrounds
us. The way we act, the way we react and the way we love – are
all found in these moments in Nourani’s work.”
Shaheen Merali
Source: The practice, within uncertainty (catalogue essay), Tehran, 2010
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Untitled
2010
Oil on canvas
169 x 139 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
Untitled (detail)
2010
Oil on canvas
169 x 139 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Lisl Ponger
1947 — Born in Nuremberg, Germany
Lives and works in Vienna, Austria

Solo:
2014 The Vanishing Middle Class & Lisl Ponger.
Wild Places, curated by Jeanette Pacher,
Wiener Secession, Vienna, Austria
2013 Xenographische Ansichten, Edelo Kulturzentrum,
Chiapas, Mexico
2011 ...it belongs in a museum (Indiana Jones III),
Charim Galerie, Vienna, Austria
2007 Imago Mundi, Landesgalerie Lindt and Kunsthaus
Dresden, Linz, Austria
Group:
2014 Dreams of New Worlds (with Tim Sharp),
Charim Galerie, Vienna, Austria
http://lislponger.com
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Lisl Ponger has long explored the constructed nature of (cultural)
identity, our—often stereotypical— ideas about and images
of the “other,” and the associated questions of visual representation. Her art frequently engages with the academic
disciplines of ethnology and anthropology, whose methods
and politics become manifest in the collection and exhibition
practices of ethnographic museums.
Source: http://www.secession.at/art/2014_ponger_e.html
“The woman stands there clad in commercial art souvenirs,
her mind elsewhere, perhaps at the beginning of the twentieth
century considering the influence of African and other cultures
on Western artists including Picasso, an influence central to
the definition of modernity. She is standing in a restaged
version of the study of another major figure in that concept –
Sigmund Freud. Instead of the figures relating to the gods
of classical Greece, fetishism and magic which were to be found
on Freud’s desk, we have a catalogue of so-called airport art.”
Tim Sharp
Source: the artist.
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Die Beute (The Booty)
2006
C – print
126 x 156 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Charim Galerie, Vienna, Austria
Opposite
Vitrine Die Beute (detail)
2007
C type digital print
13 x 18 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Simit Raveshia
1971 — Born in Mumbai, India
Lives and works in Mumbai, India

Solo:
2011 The Calculus of Dead Load or “How one becomes
what one is.”(Nietzsche), curated by Shaheen Merali,
The Loft, Mumbai, India
2010 By George, Alliance Française, New Delhi, India
Group:
2012 When Violence Becomes Decadent,
curated by Shaheen Merali, ACC Galerie Weimar,
Germany
2009 Dear Jabir, curated by Gitanjali Dang,
The Guild, Mumbai, India
http://www.zomato.com/events/mumbai/the-calculus-of-the-dead-load-100005810
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“If we are to inquire into what is the role of the poetic in these
destabilising times, then surely it lies in investigating the
politics of those displacements that seem to have become our
daily reality; realities within which our repetitive urges have manifested into a set of superfluous behaviours which develop from
the virtual abundance of all and everything which we desire.
Herein, art is full of compliance. The collective rapidly
becomes contingent upon full severance, with a caustic
sense ofentertainment and casual war, both assisting in diminishing the life of the libido by allowing us to wallow in lonely
abandon; – playing valentine to gross ignorance.
These works mark the sculptural and studio photographic
visualisation of a long-term examination by the architect
and artist, Simit Raveshia, of these puzzling morals and principles. His process is to draw conclusions from various facts
that allow for the development of an image whilst giving further
clarity to imaginary forms and models.”
Shaheen Merali
Source: The Calculus of the Dead Load or
“How one becomes what one is” (Nietzsche) (catalogue essay), Mumbai, 2011, p.7
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Within and Without (detail)
2012
Barbed wire, clay and wax candles
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
Bodycity (series)
2011
Lenticular print
55.8 x 55.8 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Oliver Ressler
1970 — Born in Knittelfeld, Austria
Lives and works in Vienna, Austria

Solo:
2014 Lentos Kunstmuseum, Linz, Austria
2012 After the Crisis is before the Crisis,
Basis, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
2011 Socialism Failed, Capitalism is Bankrupt.
What comes Next?, Bunkier Sztuki
Contemporary Art Gallery, Krakow, Poland
Group:
2014 Playgrounds, Museo Reina Sofía, Madrid, Spain
2013 Without Reality There Is No Utopia, Yerba Buena Center
for the Arts, San Francisco, USA
Maldives Pavilion, 55th Venice Biennale, Venice, Italy
Agora, 4th Athens Biennale 2013, Athens, Greece
global aCtIVISm, ZKM, Karlsruhe, Germany
http://www.ressler.at
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The Right of Passage is partially constructed through a series
of interviews with Ariella Azoulay, Antonio Negri and Sandro
Mezzadra. These interviews form the starting point for a
discussion in Barcelona, one of Europe’s most densely populated and multicultural cities, with a group of people living
“without papers”. The film is set at night, against a city skyline,
providing a dark void from which those marginalized and
excluded can articulate their own relationship to the arbitrary
nature of national identity and citizenship. Spain was chosen
for this project as it is teetering on the brink of financial meltdown and is testing the limits of European cohesion.
The title, The Right of Passage, refers to the stages,
or “rites of passage” that mark important transitions on the
path to selfhood. The exchange of “rites” with “rights” suggests
that freedom of movement must become a right granted
to every person –regardless of his or her place of birth. As the
film explores these journeys not only transform those who embark upon them but also the places they inhabit. In the film,
the conversations around citizenship are interwoven with
animated sequences.
Concept, film editing and production: Zanny Begg & Oliver Ressler
www.ressler.at | www.zannybegg.com
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The right of passage (with Zanny Begg)
2013
Video documentary
19 minutes
(projection dimensions variable)
Image courtesy of the artists
Opposite
There is not a flag
2014
Lightbox image
180 x 67.85 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Atefeh Samaei
1985 — Born in Tehran, Iran
Lives and works in Tehran, Iran

Solo:
2014 Pavilion, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Group:
2013 Speaking from the Heart, curated by Shaheen Merali,		
Castrum Peregrini, Amsterdam, The Netherlands
2012 Fresh Air, coStA – Sint-Andries Cultural Centre,
De Winkelhaak, Antwerp, Belgium
2011 Breakfast in Tehran, Janet Rady Fine Art, London, UK
2011 The (Iranian) Weltanschauung,
curated by Shaheen Merali, Freies Museum,
Berlin, Germany
http://www.freshair-artculture.be/artists1/atefeh-samai/
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“The photos display a female situation dealing with the
hejab in Iran. A girl is expected to wear a uniform from 9 years
of age. In this case, you can see a contrast yet a similarity
between young girls in their school uniforms and older girls
(and women) with the hejab. In both cases, they hide their femininity by their coverings. Uniforms and veils can force girls,
from childhood to adulthood, to cover their individuality. From
this, they find more subtle ways to show off their personality.”
Atefeh Samaei
Source: http://www.freshair-artculture.be/artists1/atefeh-samai/
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Mirror of Literacy (series)
2010
C type digital print
90 x 90 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Opposite
Mirror of Literacy (series)
2010
C type digital print
90 x 90 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
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Rozita Sharafjahan
1962 — Born in Tehran, Iran
Lives and works in Tehran, Iran

Solo:
2011 Sixth Desire, Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Group:
2014 Recalling the Future: post revolutionary Iranian Art,
co-curated by Aras Amiri, David Hodge, Hamed Yousefi,
and Rozita Sharafjahan, Brunei Gallery,
SOAS, London, UK
2013 The Fascination of Persia,
curated by Susann Wintsch and Axel Langer,
Museum Ritberg, Zurich, Switzerland
2012 Speaking from the Heart, curated
by Shaheen Merali, Castrum Peregrini,
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
2012 Iran pavilion, 9th Shanghai Biennale,
curated by Nina Moaddel, Shanghai, China
http://www.rozitasharafjahan.com
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“Those left behind have no place in history but within a statistical generality or as a symbol or example of what is totally lost.
Their fate is clear: to recount and testify to what has happened.
They carry with themselves such inescapable fate and no
matter how hardly they try to explain or change it, future will
not listen to them.
I would prefer to concentrate my attempts on recording
the being-left-behind rather than trying to deny or change it.
History cannot be recycled: as for an abandoned empty shell
of a bullet, the broken glass of a window, severed ropes and
stones taken from the riverbed to become the means of torture.
From whatever angle you approach it, there is no way
to the future for the events of the sixth decade and their leftbehinds.”
Rozita Sharafjahan
Source: the artist. Translated by Bavand Behpoor
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Sixth Desire (Series)
2011
Digital print and embroidery on canvas
100 x 100 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
Opposite
Sixth Desire (Series)
2011
Digital print and embroidery on canvas
100 x 100 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
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JJ Xi
1962 — Born in Beijing, China
Lives and works in Beijing, China
and London, UK

Solo:
2013 Scream, Ashmolean Museum, Oxford, UK
Group:
2013 Unsee the history,
55th Venice Parallel Exhibition, Venice, Italy
The Blood in my Hands,
Kunstverein Ludwigsburg, Germany
Duchamp and/or/in UCCA, Beijing, China
2011 The Global Contemporary- Art World after 1989,
ZKM, Karlsruhe, Germany
Aircraft Carrier, Himalaya Museum, Shanghai, China
http://jianjunxi.com
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Jian Jun Xi graduated from the Central Academy of Art and
Design in 1986. He is the founder member of China’s first
Action Art Group “Concept 21”, which played a significant role
in the development of contemporary performance art in
China. In 1987, Xi moved to England and graduated with
a Masters degree in Art at Goldsmiths College, University
of London in 1995.
JJ Xi collaborated with Cai Yuan to establish the “Mad
For Real” group in 1999, with a series of performances in
various art institution and public spaces including the Tate Britain and in Trafalgar Square. These actions included the
infamous ‘Two Artist Jump on Tracey Emin’s Bed’ and ‘Two
Artists piss on Duchamp’s Urinal’. Their work was soon recognised as some of the most provocative in performance art.
They have exhibited their work in more than 20 countries
including at the London Tate Modern, the ZKM Art Center in
Karlsruhe, Germany and Malmo Contemporary Art Museum in
Sweden.
In 2006 Xi was awarded the Jackson Pollock Art Prize
for the recognition of his contribution in performance and installation art. In the following year, 2007, Xi was award the UK
Art Council Research Grant to develop large-scale installations
in China. In 2010, he was invited as independent curator for
the artist’s film exhibition “I Want to Talk to You,” featuring
numerous artists including Matthew Barney, Gilbert & George
and Xu Bing. In 2008, Xi relocated to Beijing where he has
participated in many large public art projects, often inviting
international curators and artists to give talks to a growing
Chinese audience in his endeavour to promote cultural exchange between China and the West.
Source: the artist
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Previous page
Thinker
2011/2
Bronze, engine oil,
water pump, tubing and oil barrel
150 x 60 cm (x2)
Courtesy of the artist
Opposite
Wheeling
2013/4
Crucifix, steel bicycle wheel,
Buddha sculpture, string and oil barrel
250 cm x 58 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Exhibition Checklist
(chronologically)

Mohammed Al-Hawajri
Guernica-Gaza (series)
2013
Digital photograph
25 x 60 cm
Courtesy of the artist
(Exhibited 6 of continuing series)
http://www.mohammedalhawajri.com
Masoumeh Bakhtiary
We don’t have a hinterland (series)
2011
Mixed media, textile
25 x 15 x 9 cm
Courtesy of the artist
and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
(Exhibited 3 from original 4)
http://www.tavoosonline.com/SelectedArtist/
SpecialEn.aspx?src=111&Page=1

Mixed media on paper
90 x 135 cm
Courtesy of the artist
http://www.themojogallery.com/
binu-bhaskar.html
Madhu & Hazra Chitrakar
9/11
2014
Vegetable pigments on paper
(with cloth backing)
366 x 78,7 cm
Courtesy of the artists
Day of Judgment (2012)
2014
Vegetable pigments on paper
(with cloth backing)
366 x 78,7 cm
Courtesy of the artists
http://www.artslant.com/global/
artists/show/157425-madhu-and-hazra-chitrakar
Rajib Chowdhury
Mind of a cynical protagonist
2012
Ink jet on archival paper
56,6 x 76 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Hand of a cynical Protagonist
2012
Ink jet on archival paper
56,6 x 76 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Mock Drill of an
Encounter Specialist
2012
Ink jet on archival paper

Binu Bhaskar
Cosmopolitan
2011
Mixed media on paper
90 x 135 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Unknown Portraits 1
2011
Mixed media on paper
90 x 135 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Unknown Portraits 2
2011
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56,6 x 76 cm
Courtesy of the artist
http://www.saatchionline.com/raaj
Ramesch Daha
Black Paper – Unlimited History (series)
2013/4
Charcoal on paper
29,7 x 21 cm
Courtesy of the artist
(Exhibited 11 of continuing series)
Black Paper
- Unlimited History (vitrine)
2014
Assorted Archival Material
120 x 162 cm
Courtesy of the artist
http://www.ramesch-daha.com
Natasha de Betak
Speaking Tree
2007
Film transferred to DVD
(colour, subtitles)
65 minutes
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist
http://www.natashadebetak.com
Majid Fathizadeh
Untitled
2010
Ink on paper
21 x 29,7 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
(Exhibited 10 of 19)
http://www.azadartgallery.com/14/section.aspx/75
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Debesh Goswami
Read it, seen it
- Vienna in early spring
2014
Flowers and string Variable
scale
Courtesy of the artist
Viennese spring rolls
2014
Flowers and string Variable
scale
Courtesy of the artist
http://debeshgoswami.free.fr
Probir Gupta
Potato Eater Series – The Leader
2012
Archival print
56 x 79 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Potato Eater Series – Ganga
2012
Archival print
56 x 79 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Potato Eater Series
- In front of Arc de Triomphe
2012
Archival print
56 x 79 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Potato Eater Series
- In Front of L’hôtel de Ville
2012
Archival print
56 x 79 cm
Courtesy of the artist
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Taking Potato Eaters through
an imaginary Tour Series –
Arjun with children at Notre Dame, Paris
2012
Archival print
56 x 79 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Taking Potato Eaters through
an imaginary Tour Series –
Yashoda in Santa Sophia, Istanbul
2012
Archival print
56 x 79 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Taking Potato Eaters through
an imaginary Tour Series –
Ganga and sons at the Sacré cœur, Paris
2012
Archival print
56 x 79 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Taking Potato Eaters through
an imaginary Tour Series –
Pradeep with family at Piccadilly Circus, London
2012
Archival print
56 x 79 cm
Courtesy of the artist
(Exhibiting full series)
http://www.saatchigallery.com/artists/probir_gupta.htm
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Ghazaleh Hedayat
Tight or loose hair
2008
Hair in fabric hoop
46 x 46 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
(Exhibiting three parts)
http://delfinafoundation.com/in-residence/ghazaleh-hedayat
Taha Heydari
Last Night
2011
Acrylic and mixed media
on canvas with clock
65 x 85 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
(Exhibiting three parts)
http://www.tavoosonline.com/Artist/ArtistArtEn.aspx?src=235
Khaled Jarrar
Infiltrators
2012
Documentary on Video
(colour, subtitles)
70 minutes
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist and Ayyam
Gallery, London, UK/ Beirut, Lebanon
Bus Stop Sep 5
2010
Documentary on Video
(colour, subtitles)
4.13 minutes
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist and Ayyam
Gallery, London, UK/ Beirut, Lebanon
http://www.ayyamgallery.com/artists/khaled-jarrar
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Rajkamal Kahlon
Imperial War Bill
2010
Ink, gouache
and acrylic on watercolour paper
220 x 130 cm
Courtesy of the artist
And then there was one...
2010
Ink, gouache and acrylic on watercolour paper
220 x 130 cm
Courtesy of the artist
http://www.rajkamalkahlon.com
Katayoun Karami
Scrawl (series)
2011
Shredded photographs
10 x 15 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
(Exhibiting full series)
http://www.katayounkarami.com
Leena Kejriwal
I saw that which remained unseen 3
2012
Photographic and video Installation,
lights and objects Dimensions
variable Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained unseen 3 – Lal Batir Ghar
2011
Digital print 70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained unseen 3 – Kumartoli
2011
Digital print 70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained unseen 3 – Rickshawala’s
Tagore exposed
2011
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Digital print 70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained unseen 3 – Netaji Re-exposed
2011 Digital print
70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained unseen 3 – Rickshawalla’s
Tagore unexposed
2011
Digital print 70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained unseen 3 – The Tram Ride
2011
Digital print 70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained
unseen 3 – Here, there, everywhere
2011
Digital print 70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained unseen 3 – Saloon 1
2011
Digital print 70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained unseen 3 – Saloon 2
2011
Digital print 70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained unseen 3 – Phool Bibi
2011
Digital print 70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained unseen 3 – Arches
2011
Digital print 70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
I saw that which had remained unseen 3 – Kartigya Weds
2011
Digital print 70 x 51 cm
Courtesy of the artist
http://www.leenakejriwal.com
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Amir Mobed

Charly Nijensohn

Come caress me
2010
Performance documentation on DVD
26 minutes in video loop
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist and Azad Art Gallery,
Tehran, Iran
http://amirmobed.com

Dead Forest Storm
2008
Video projection
05:14 minutes in video loop
(projection dimensions variable)
Courtesy of the artist
http://www.charlynijensohn.org
Amin Nourani

Masoumeh Mozafari
Heatstroke (series)
2011
Oil painting 100 x 100 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Azad Art Gallery,
Tehran, Iran
(Exhibited 2 of continuing series)
http://www.mahartgallery.com/en?id=artist&pi
d=1848&dir=masoumeh-mozaffari
Tarzan & Arab Nasser
Cast Lead
2010
C type digital print
59,3 x 84 cm
Courtesy of the artists
Pillar of Cloud
2010
C type digital print
59,3 x 84 cm
Courtesy of the artists
Shevet Ahim
2010
C type digital print
59,3 x 84 cm
Courtesy of the artists
(Exhibited 3 of continuing series)
http://www.ibraaz.org/interviews/32
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Untitled
2010
Oil on canvas
169 x 139 cm
Courtesy of the artist
http://www.assarartgallery.com/main/exhibited_artists/amin_nourani
Lisl Ponger
Die Beute (The Booty)
2006
C – print
126 x 156 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Charim Galerie,
Vienna, Austria
Detail Vitrine Die Beute (The Booty)
2007
C type digital print
13 x 18 cm
Courtesy of the artist
http://lislponger.com
Simit Raveshia
Within and Without
2012
Barbed wire, clay and wax candles
Dimensions variable
Courtesy of the artist
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Bodycity (series)
2011
Lenticular print
55.8 x 55.8 cm
Courtesy of the artist
(Exhibiting full set of 3)
http://www.zomato.com/events/mumbai/thecalculus-of-the-dead-load-100005810
Oliver Ressler
The right of passage (with Zanny Begg)
2013
Video documentary
19 minutes
(projection dimensions variable)
Image courtesy of the artists
There is not a flag
2014
Image in Lightbox
180 x 67.85 cm
Courtesy of the artist
http://www.ressler.at
Atefeh Samaei
Mirror of Literacy (series)
2010
C type digital print
90 x 90 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Azad Art Gallery,
Tehran, Iran
(Exhibiting full set of 3 x 2 parts)
http://www.freshair-artculture.be/artists1/atefehsamai/
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Rozita Sharafjahan
Sixth Desire Series
2011
Digital print
and embroidery on canvas
100 x 100 cm
Courtesy of the artist and Azad Art Gallery, Tehran, Iran
(Exhibited 2 of continuing series)
http://www.rozitasharafjahan.com
JJ Xi
Thinker
2011/2
Bronze, engine oil, water pump,
tubing and oil barrel
150 x 60 cm
Courtesy of the artist
Wheeling
2013/4
Crucifix, steel bicycle wheel,
Buddha sculpture,
string and oil barrel
250 cm x 58 cm
Courtesy of the artist
http://jianjunxi.com
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